Facilities: Sign-up

To sign up, pick a start time and end time on the calendar!
Admins can generate a usage report and edit facilities. Members can see a weekly calendar and add it to their favorites list.
Replaces dusty 3-ring binders

Improves continuity as people move in/out of lab
Click to add a new protocol:

You choose the settings:
1. Private (only you see)
2. Shared (with whichever group you want)
Print and take to your bench
PDFs, DOCs, XLS files can be viewed in browser and commented on by the rest of your team.
Protocols Module

Integrated with Inventory Module.
Easily reorder materials
Quartzy Security

ONLY people in your groups see your stuff!

Data are encrypted in transit and backed up daily

Data are moved off site weekly for geographic redundancy

You can download your data at any time

You can set Quartzy to send you weekly or monthly inventory and order backups via email
How does Quartzy make money?

Always free for Scientists!

Revenue comes from hosting vendor catalogs
Who do we contact with questions?

Adam Regelmann – adam@quartzy.com

Quartzy co-founder

MD / PhD from Columbia

Personally responds to all emails.
Summary:

Quartzy saves time and money by decreasing administrative burdens and improving intra-lab communication.